Also shared the tricky coding interview questions in our previous posts. Today, we will learn about the top 50 Java collections interview questions and answers.

Ok, let's now start with my list of array interview questions. My solutions are in Java, but you are free to solve in any language you prefer.

Now we are coming on territory of tough array questions. Do you guys think these were reasonable questions to ask in an interview? The guy gave me good "book" answers (sometimes seemed like he was reading from a book). I don't know, I'm just a technical person like you, but I think I'd have a hard time answering them on the spot.

Q1. What is the difference between an Inner Class and a Sub-Class?

Ans: An Inner class is a class which is nested within another class. An Inner class has access to the private members of the class in which it is nested.

22 Array Concepts Interview Questions Answers in Java

First type of question is quite popular in the telephonic round of Java interview, and the second is usually asked on written tests.

Q2. What is the difference between hard link and soft link?

In Unix, a hard link is a pointer to an existing file. Soft link, on the other hand, is a pointer to a file and is also known as a symbolic link.

That's all on Java design pattern interview question and answers. I had hard time convincing my Ph.D. students to...
...